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Moroccan Arabic transcript: 

 
���  !�� #4خ?, ?ج ل=4رع آ2�2%1 م)89 #7, آ4ن #�2%1 ال/.ب, و ا()  '''&%$ #"=!# �A%2م, , م)89 آB7�� ل=!#

4C�!D# �=!# 4C29A4ج, بF أي �(D)'''  ,1 ال/.ب%�� . #BIر #J KL%�� لKOا(N أوM ال!.ب1 #�� K!�4AJدي ن2"

)� م4S 4دي #�9S 1%? ج.ب,ال!)4Lب4تD(  ,N)اKOق م8 لKJ 4CL%��M 1%ب4س . ال/.ب, آ2# ?VO# و ل"8 ب4ش

)� ''' ال4Oج, ال�Kل, أل� آ4(), الZ .,[9="2اف د(4ل اMنKاع ب4لآ4(8, لKVOرD( \�ال2"=9], ان4 م4 ج%2[ . ان4S 4د ن2"

ال^Kق , م.ب92O# 1, و ال^Kق م)4C ''' ال2"=9],آK"2ن , ال2"=9], آK"2ن 4C9J جKج ''' لKOا(N, م49D ال2"=9], و ل"8

 ''' 4Cد(4ل �&K^4 ه`اك الC(4ن داب4م[^& ,LبM 4ان (D)س?Dال �J 4CL%�� خ]%,, � 4Fج, أل� ه� آBI2ر #J 4CL%�, #BIر #

B9D4ر الC4 نCL%�2� ه� #^?ح مBI#cDر #�%4CL أل� م)4س%, أل� آ4ن الKاBF آK"9ن , #BIر #F cد(4ل ,�e4D4 ''' الC4ن بF?J .

 Kه �)� م]C9J 4 ذاك CJsimple`ا &^4[ن ألD( g9Lب �(D) د(4ل ,h497ز اال ''' ذاك ال?h '''  �ل]?از و ذاك ال=

�(D) .ن الM افZب4ل ]�)Kh4م Kه ''' �(D) ه`ا &^]4نK") 44دة م�4ن [^IافZب4ل $)Kh ]ن , ''' �(D) ,4جF نK"9آ

  �� ال2"=9], ه`ي آ)K!Lه4 ل!V, آBI2ر... ''' ب4ل4Fج, وBFة ''' م4ش� ب4Oل ال2"=9], آ4!9 &J 4!)د �(D) ,!

2� الI^]4ن #BIر د(?ل4C ل!V!, و #BIال2"=9], خ4ص داe!4 آK"9ن 4C9J, ض?ور(,F 8"و ل ,!V!ل cر م4 د(?ه4ش ل .

,!V!�� 4LFب, �?(n),Vم4  آK"2ن, CJ`ي ''' ب�� ,I9&م4 ''' رn)ل4927ر ''' p��ه` ل!V!, أل� �)Bي أن4C9J 4 ن^1 .  د(

 ''' �J �� ''' ألJ �� ل!4C9J ,!V ... و ال�Kر �)BهZF 4ام''' ...  4C9^J لI?ونdress4ه`ا ''' ن^1 ال�Kن ألLO# �(D9J

)� آ4(8 ذ(p أل� (Bار ب4Cذ الg97انKاع Dآ, ( �� ب4C=72 ,\C#49VDآZO2م4C اوM آ4(8 ألJ K=729اس)4ن آ . �2F

29� #427رAب �)� 4C9J مKد(.ت و ان  و ألDاع (K4 انC9J ,!V!ل"!4م. ل �J ,^9^L4 ب4لC9J ال, ه`ي �(D) ''' 4ديS \"

)� آBI2ر ه`ا الI^]4ن داب4. ''' و ب4لBراس و #BIر #�%cL ب�!V!, اوM ب.ش... ر&s9 و 4Sدي آD9?اضD( 4أن  cL%�#BIر #

�(D) ب.ش Mأو ,!V!��  هK ب. مV!, داب4ش)t4 &%$ ب�!V!, , ب�� ''' ��� uج4ي &4ب c9\ د(4ل!v2ال �J �2F و

2� الI^]4ن c9J انKاع. 4hMي و بBDة 4Sدي ب4ش (D?اضF �(D) ,4ن4 دابB(�  $"=ال ''' .wش"$ م ��ه`ا أل� درت �

 O2م8 ال ,V)?� نK"24د(, آS و \L/ال ��� الv2!9\ أن ال4Oج, آ2�Kن &4ب], �J ,()4آ �. ه`ي MمKد ال/B)Bة أل

2� ه� ... آ4(8 أنKاع ث4ن9, م8 الI^]4ن آK"9ن �?(x آ4م$F ,!V!ن لK"2آ4م$ م8 ه)4 و آ x(?� �)� آ9/D(

,V)?� ...ا �J �(%/D9آ ��B9ي �)Bك أخ492رات ب4لZافألI# 4س%�29�, لAب �و ان  أل� #KIل . #BIر #�%1 ب4ل]?(I, أل

.wنمKم8 ل pل ?)B9اش!8 ل ,h497�)� آ2�%1 ه`ا آ9!4 &�  أل� م)4س%,,  لDد($ (Kس ''' خ]%,, اش!8 م?� �J , 4رةCh

4C9J 4نF?J نK") BFاKال �)� أي م)4س%, ألDع (K%س '''. 
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English translation: 

 
Earlier, I spoke about the jalaba and when it is worn: It is worn when going out to shop, 
to visit friends, going to work and practically anywhere one wants to go, she/he would 
wear the jalaba. Now I am going to talk about the clothes that people wear at celebrations 
– one does not just wear the jalaba, you wear it over the other clothes. There are a variety 
of clothes that people can wear to celebrations. I am going to talk about some of these 
clothes. The first type is called tekshita and, unfortunately, I do not have one to show 
you, but it is two pieces: the upper and lower part. 
 
What I am wearing now is called a kuftan, which can be worn at weddings, engagements, 
Eid celebrations and any other celebration that involves family. This is a simple kuftan 
because it does not have many embroideries and decorations. The kuftan is not too long 
because it is usually not long. Unlike the tekshita, it is only one piece and has what we 
call the emdama [belt], which is always necessary for the tekshita, but the kuftan can 
either have it or not. The emdama can be either wide, like this, or narrow. It all depends 
on the person’s choice. This emdama has the same color as the one in the dress and from 
the back; it has strings to tie it. There are different forms of the emdama: Some can be 
tied with a string like this one, and others have clasps. This is to say that even for the 
emdama there are varieties and models and it depends on the person’s choice. The 
sleeves are decorated and it is tight on the upper part and it gets wider for the lower part.  
 
The kuftan can be worn with or without the emdama; as you have seen earlier, I was 
wearing it with the emdama and now I am wearing it without it. As you can see, it is 
designed in a way that it is tight around the waist and it gets wider as it goes down and it 
would have a wide emdama as well. However, there other types of the kuftan, which are 
wide all the way down. This kuftan’si style is one of the latest fashions. What I like the 
most about traditional clothes is that there are many choices and one has the total 
freedom to choose the style of her/his dress. This can be worn at any celebration, be it 
weddings, an engagement, circumcision, naming ceremony, or any other occasion where 
you may feel happy.    
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